
Lecture 4: Bits, Bytes, Binary

continued



Using bits to represent information

•  AB / BSE
–  1 bit

•  Fr / So / Jr / Sr
–  2 bits

•  grads, auditors, faculty as well
–  3 bits

•  a unique number for each person in 109
–  6 bits

•  a unique number for each freshman at PU
–  11 bits

•  a unique number for each PU undergrad
–  13 bits



Powers of two, powers of ten

1 bit =   2  possibilities
2 bits = 4  possibilities
3 bits = 8  possibilities
...
n bits = 2n  possibilities

210 = 1,024 is about 1,000 or 1K or 103

220 = 1,048,576 is about 1,000,000 or 1M or 106

230 = 1,073,741,824 is about 1,000,000,000 or 1G or 109

the approximation is becoming less good
but it's still good enough for estimation

•  terminology is often imprecise:
–  "  1K " might mean 1000 or 1024   (103 or 210)
–  "  1M " might mean 1000000 or 1048576   (106 or 220)



Bytes

•  "byte" = a group of 8 bits treated as a unit
–  on modern machines, the fundamental unit of processing and memory 

addressing
–  can encode any of 28 = 256 different values, e.g., numbers 0 .. 255 or a 

single letter like A or digit like 7 or punctuation like $
ASCII character set defines values for letters, digits, punctuation, etc.

•  group 2 bytes together to hold larger entities
–  two bytes (16 bits) holds 216 = 65,536 values
–  a bigger integer, a character in a larger character set

Unicode character set defines values for almost all characters anywhere
•  group 4 bytes together to hold even larger entities

–  four bytes (32 bits) holds 232 = 4,294,967,296 values
–  an even bigger integer, a number with a fractional part (floating point), 
     a memory address
–  current machines use 64-bit integers and addresses (8 bytes)

264 = 18,446,744,073,709,551,616

•  no fractional bytes: the number of bytes is always an integer



Interpretation of bits and bytes depends on context

•  meaning of a group of bits depends on how they are interpreted 
•  1 byte could be

–  1 bit in use, 7 wasted bits (e.g., M/F in a database)
–  8 bits representing a number between 0 and 255
–  an alphabetic character like W or + or 7
–  part of a character in another alphabet or writing system (2+ bytes)
–  part of a larger number (2 or 4 or 8 bytes, usually)
–  part of a picture or sound
–  part of an instruction for a computer to execute

instructions are just bits, stored in the same memory as data
different kinds of computers use different bit patterns for their instructions

laptop, cellphone, game machine, etc., all potentially different
–  part of the location or address of something in memory
–  ...

•  one program's instructions are another program's data
–  when you download a new program from the net, it's data
–  when you run it, it's instructions



Some things are intrinsically discrete / digital

•  another kind of conversion
–  letters are converted into numbers when you type on a keyboard
–  the letters are stored (a Word document), retrieved (File/Open...), processed 

(paper is revised), transmitted (submitted by email), printed on paper 
•  letters and other symbols are inherently discrete
•  encoding them as numbers is just assigning a numeric value to each 

one, without any intrinsic meaning
•  what letters and other symbols are included?
•  how many digits/letter?

–  determined by how many symbols there are
–  how do we disambiguate if symbols have different lengths?

•  how do we decide whose encoding to use?
•  the representation is arbitrary
•  but everyone has to agree on it 

–  if they want to work together



ASCII: American Standard Code for Information Interchange

•  an arbitrary but agreed-upon representation for USA
•  widely used everywhere

del 

00010000 space  00010001 !  00010010 "  00010101 #  ...



Hexadecimal notation

•  binary numbers are bulky

•  hexadecimal notation is a shorthand

•  it combines 4 bits into a single digit, written in base 16
–  a more compact representation of the same information

•  hex uses the symbols A B C D E F for the digits 10 .. 15

           0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  A  B  C  D  E  F

0  0000    1  0001  2  0010  3  0011 
4  0100    5  0101  6  0110  7  0111 
8  1000    9  1001  A  1010  B  1011 
C  1100    D  1101  E  1110  F  1111 



ASCII, using hexadecimal numbers



Color

•  TV & computer screens use Red-Green-Blue (RGB) model

•  each color is a combination of red, green, blue components
–  R+G = yellow, R+B = magenta, B+G = cyan, R+G+B = white

•  for computers, color of a pixel is usually specified by three numbers 
giving amount of each color, on a scale of 0 to 255

•  this is often expressed in hexadecimal so the three components can be 
specified separately (in effect, as bit patterns)
–  000000 is black, FFFFFF is white

•  printers, etc., use cyan-magenta-yellow[-black]  (CMY[K])



A very important idea

•  number of items and number of digits are tightly related:
–  one determines the other
–  maximum number of different items  =  base number of digits   
–  e.g., 9-digit SSN:   109  =  1 billion possible numbers

–  e.g., to represent up to 100 “characters”:  2 digits is enough
–  but for 1000 characters, we need 3 digits

–  the same for bits:  9 bits can represent up to 29 = 512 items

•  interpretation depends on context
–  without knowing that, we can only guess what numbers mean



Things to remember

•  digital devices represent everything as numbers
–  discrete values, not continuous or infinitely precise

•  all modern digital devices use binary numbers (base 2) 
–  instead of decimal (base 10)

•  it's all bits at the bottom
–  a bit is a "binary digit", that is, a number that is either 0 or 1
–  computers ultimately represent and process everything as bits

•  groups of bits represent larger things
–  numbers, letters, words, names, pictures, sounds, instructions, ...
–  the interpretation of a group of bits depends on their context
–  the representation is arbitrary; standards (often) define what it is

•  the number of digits used in the representation determines how many 
different things can be represented
–  number of values = base number of digits   
–  e.g., 102 , 210   


